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The “virtuous circle of the good reader” (Nuttall, 2006, p.127) 
is considered the key to the success of extensive reading. 
Teachers make efforts to create the virtuous circle in the act 
of reading for each student. From the point of individual read-
ing, this works well. From the point of designing a class where 
students learn collaboratively, the virtuous circle needs some-
thing extra. This paper would argue that from the perspective 
of self-determination theory, it is indispensable to incorporate 
dialogue with others into the virtuous circle. To implement 
the idea, the IRC (Interactive Reading Community) Project has 
been carried out. The results of student questionnaires are 
analyzed using reader-response theory to see the effect that 
others have. Also, from the perspective of general education, 
how reading books in the IRC Project can foster learning cul-
ture (Dewey, 1915) is examined.

多読の授業を実践するうえで「読書の好循環 (Nuttall, 2005)」が鍵を
握っていると考えられており、教師はそれを生み出すために様々な努力
を重ねている。その好循環は、「個人」を単位とした読書活動の指針とし
て有益である。しかし、授業を「他者との協同的な学びの実践」として捉
えると、その好循環にプラスαが必要となる。本論は、その好循環に「他
者との出会いと対話」が必要であることを、 Deci & Ryan (1996)の「自己
決定理論」の観点から議論する。そして、「他者」のいる読書環境を教室
とインターネット上に創出してきた IRC(Interactive Reading Community) 
Project を紹介する。その教育的効果をアンケート結果で示し、 2つの観
点から考察する。1つは「読者反応理論」から、もう1つは「一般教育」の
英語の授業において「教養 (Dewey, 1915)」を豊かにする観点から考察
する。

A s Nuttall (2006) shows in Figure 1, if a teacher 
can provide appropriate books for students 
and help them choose what to read, they 

will read faster, read more, understand better, and 
enjoy reading. This paper will develop the cognitive 
cycle from the point of social aspects of reading at a 
Japanese university.

Small Amounts of English in Textbooks 
It has long been said that although Japanese people 
learn English for six years from junior to senior high 
school, they cannot utilize English as a means of 
communication. This criticism has led the Educa-
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tion Ministry to incorporate learning English into 
the curriculum of elementary school education 
since 2011. Putting aside the arguments for and 
against starting to learn English before junior high 
school, the fact was pointed out that the amount of 
English provided in the authorized school text-
books for six years was very small. According to the 
editorial department of Modern English Education 
(1996), if we printed the words of the New Horizon 
series in a paperback book, the total number of 
English words read by junior high school students 
would be equivalent to 19 pages. Okumura (1999) 
also pointed out that if we printed the words of 
the Unicorn series in a paperback book, the English 
words read by high school students would be equiv-
alent to 138 pages. As a total for six years, 157 pages 
were read. Since a paperback usually has about 250 
pages, about 60% of one paperback is read during 
the six years. It means that an average of 26 pages 
is read every year and about 2 pages are read per 
month. This naturally has made teachers in Japan 
consciously provide students with more reading 
material in English in addition to the authorized 
school textbooks.

Figure 1. The Virtuous Circle of the Good Reader
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Cognitive Approach 
In the context of searching for how to increase 
Japanese students’ English input, the Input Hypoth-
esis proposed by Krashen (1985) has been laid out as 
a theoretical foundation for extensive reading. He 
argued that “humans acquire language in only one 
way—by understanding messages, or by understand-
ing ‘comprehensible input’”(p. 2). This view can be 
visualized in Figure 2 (Masamura, 2012, p. 12):

 

Figure 2. Visual Image of the Input Hypothesis and 
Cognitive Approach1

As the image shows, the Input Hypothesis considers 
learning as an internalized cognitive process bound 
inside individual heads, which comes from the infor-
mation processing model in computer science—in-
put and output—from the 1970s (McLaughlin, 1987; 
Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). This view of learning a 
language is called the cognitive approach.

Krashen (1993) also suggested that Free Voluntary 
Reading (FVR) is the best way to implement the idea. 
Mason and Krashen (1997) conducted an experiment 
showing the efficacy of this method. They compared 
a FVR class where students read books during and 
outside the class and listened to stories read aloud 
by the teacher in class with another class which ad-
opted the grammar-translation method. Both classes 
took a cloze test at the beginning of the semester 
and at the end of the semester. The growth rate of 
the scores of the students in the grammar-transla-
tion method class was half of those of the FVR class. 
Mason (2006, 2011) also showed that a FVR class 
was effective to improve vocabulary, grammar, and 
writing, as well as reading, and improved the scores 
of the TOEIC and TOEFL tests. 

Furthermore, to enhance the hypothesis of 
comprehensible input through reading books 
extensively, Sakai and Kanda (2005) advocated it 
in their book titled, Kyoshitsude yomu eigo hyaku-
mango: tadokujugyo no susume [Reading one million 
words in the classroom: encouragement for exten-
sive reading]. Their book marked the beginning 
of the method of extensive reading in Japan. Also, 

Takase (2008) implemented SSR (Sustained Silent 
Reading), which gives students as much time as pos-
sible for concentrating on reading during the class, 
and gives teachers time for giving helpful advice 
for students on the spot. It also includes students 
continuing reading inside and outside class to reach 
the goal of one million words. The SSR advocates 
like to witness, as Henry (1995) describes it, “the 
most beautiful silence on earth, that of students 
engrossed in their reading” (p. xv). 

Review of the Virtuous Circle 
The common factors behind the popularity and 
success of both FVR and SSR methods can be clearly 
explained in the fulfillment of the “virtuous circle of 
the good reader” as Nuttall (2006) shows in Figure 1. 

When it comes to motivation, however, we 
should also examine the virtuous circle with 
reference to the self-determination theory pro-
posed by Deci and Ryan (1996). They argue that as 
fundamental sources for humans to be motivated 
to learn, the following three psychological needs 
should be satisfied: autonomy, competence, and 
relatedness. There are many experimental studies 
which show that satisfying the three psychological 
needs motivated their students to learn English 
(e.g., Hiromori, 2006; Noels, Pelletier, Clement and 
Vallerand, 2000; Sakai & Koike, 2008). 

From the perspective of the three psychological 
needs, the FVR and SSR methods include autonomy 
and competence. Students can choose what they 
want to read autonomously and they also feel that 
they are competent readers (they are able to enjoy 
reading English books). As for the relatedness of the 
self-determination theory, both the FVR and SSR 
methods do not consider the relationships of stu-
dents as playing an important role to motivate their 
act of reading. It is clear that the virtuous circle in 
Figure 1 lacks relatedness and exclusively focuses on 
the cognitive process of reading.

Unlike the FVR and SSR methods, over the past 10 
years, it has gradually become increasingly popular 
for students to be encouraged to read more by re-
lating what they read to other language skills, such 
as listening, speaking, and writing and interacting 
with their classmates during the class. Extensive 
Reading Activities for Teaching Language (Bamford & 
Day, 2004) and New Ways in Teaching Reading (Day, 
2012) have collections of classroom activities for 
extensive reading. However, since the priority of the 
extensive reading class is strictly a large quantity of 
input from reading books, interaction with others is 
not regarded as an essential element in the virtuous 
circle of the good reader.
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Interactive Reading Community Project
I would argue that relatedness, that is, interaction 
with others, should be incorporated into the virtu-
ous circle to enrich students’ reading experiences 
and further facilitate their act of reading. In order to 
justify my thesis, I would like to present the Interac-
tive Reading Community (IRC) Project, which was 
created and has been utilized since 1999 (Mizuno, 
Kawakita, Toya, & Nishino, 2011; Mizuno, Toya, 
Kawakita, & Nishino, 2013; Mizuno, 2013). To clarify 
the interactive nature of the IRC project, the whole 
idea of the IRC project can be visually described by 
the Doughnut Theory for Learning (Saeki, 1995).

The Doughnut Theory claims that there are three 
phases in the process of learning at school: the 
I-phase, the YOU-phase, and the THEY-phase (Figure 
3). The I-phase signifies the learning process of a stu-
dent. The YOU-phase signifies the interaction with 
classmates and a teacher. The THEY-phase signifies 
people in the outer world surrounding the world of 
I and YOU (WE). Figure 3 shows that when learning 
expands from I to YOU and from WE to THEY, the 
student will move through the first interface and the 
second interface. In the context of the IRC project, 
the first interface indicates a classroom where I see 
YOU face-to-face and introduce our favorite books 
to each other. The second interface indicates the 
IRC website <http://www.interactive-l-community.
com/IRC5/Login.php> where WE can read reaction 
reports about books posted by THEY who are stu-
dents at other universities on the IRC website, and 
ordinary readers who post their reviews on <amazon.
co.jp> and <amazon.com>.

 

Figure 3. The Structure of the IRC Project from the 
Perspective of the Doughnut Theory for Learning 
(Mizuno, Toya, Kawakita, & Nishino, 2013)

In 2011, questionnaires were given to 434 stu-
dents who joined the IRC project from five universi-
ties. The results were analyzed from the perspective 
of a sociocultural approach (Mizuno et al., 2013). 
I will reexamine the questionnaire data focusing 
on how relatedness (interaction with others in the 
classroom and on the IRC website) could facilitate 
the virtuous circle and enrich their reading experi-
ences in the IRC project.

Students’ Attitude 
The existence of others at the first interface (in the 
classroom) and at the second interface (the IRC 
website) changed students’ attitude toward reading 
and had a positive impact on the cognitive process 
of reading. 98.1% of the students believed that since 
they had to discuss books they read with those in 
the classroom and on the IRC website who had not 
read them yet, they began to read books keeping 
others in mind while thinking about the story line 
and the details of the story. 89.6% answered that 
they reflected on the scenes and English expressions 
that made an impact on them, so they could share 
them with others in the classroom and on the IRC 
website. 

Students’ First Interaction
Students read one book every week. In groups of 
four, they introduced the book they had read to 
their classmates. 81.7% found the book talk very 
helpful when choosing books to read. The intro-
duction and information about the books they were 
given helped them read more fluently and have a 
better understanding. 84.3% also thought that being 
part of a reading community encouraged them to 
continue reading.  

Students’ Second Interaction
As for writing reaction reports, using the Japanese 
language is key to making valuable shared reading 
experiences. As Cook (1992) insists on multicompe-
tence, where the mother tongue always exists in the 
learners’ minds, it would be unnatural and some-
times inefficient for students not to use the Japa-
nese language as a learning tool. It is their mother 
tongue that enables them to appreciate and think 
deeply about the stories and fully express their ideas 
and feelings. 89.1% perceived that through writing 
reaction reports they could better understand and 
discuss the books. 92.6% also thought that writing 
about books they had read was essential to prepare 
for small group classroom discussions.

Other univer-
sity students 
and ordinary 
readers in the 
outer world

YOU THEY

Second interface

IRC Ver. 4

I

First interface:
Classroom
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The most distinct feature of the IRC website at 
the second interface is that the IRC version 4 con-
tains about 100,000 reaction reports and comments 
that have been posted since 2010. Students can 
access this rich database and read reaction reports 
posted in the past by THEY who were students 
from other classes and other universities. 95.9% 
believed that reading several reaction reports posted 
for one particular book made them realize that 
there were many interpretations of the book. In this 
way, writing and reading and sharing on the IRC 
website at the second interface has provided cogni-
tive and mental development for each student.

Reader-Response Theory 
As the analysis of the questionnaires (Mizuno et al., 
2013) indicates, students who join the IRC project 
will interpret as well as comprehend (read faster, 
read more, understand better, and enjoy reading) 
the text in the book better due to writing a reaction 
report (not a summary) about the book for other 
members of the IRC project. In other words, they go 
beyond the virtuous circle of the good reader. This 
situation makes a big difference between reading 
texts for the University English Entrance Exam 
and reading books as a member of the IRC project. 
Looking closely at the differences between the two, 
there is significant educational value to participat-
ing in the IRC project upon entering a university.

When we examine the act of reading and read-
ing ability, it is essential to consider two aspects of 
reading: comprehension and interpretation (Ur-
quhart, 1987). When it comes to taking an exam-
ination, however, comprehension is focused on 
exclusively. In order to pass the university entrance 
examination, high school students are entirely 
engaged in answering questions with only one right 
answer. In other words, the test giver removes the 
relationship between the student and the writer. 
High school students are only examinees and not 
considered autonomous readers. This situation is 
severely criticized by Widdowson (1979):

Comprehension questions, for example, com-
monly require the learner to rummage around 
in the text for information in a totally indis-
criminate way, without regard to what purpose 
might be served in so doing. Learners are seldom 
required to use the information they acquire, 
either within an interaction process to facilitate 
access to the most salient directions towards 
meaning or to follow these directions into their 
own conceptual worlds. Reading is thus repre-

sented as an end in itself, an activity that has no 
relevance to real knowledge and experience and 
therefore no real meaning. (p. 180)

Thus, it is pedagogically essential that when Jap-
anese students enter a university, they should learn 
another aspect of reading, which is to relate what 
they read to their own world of knowledge and 
experiences, and be encouraged to ask questions 
and give their opinions. They should also learn to 
consider reading as social as well as cognitive by 
utilizing the information and ideas in the books and 
doing something relevant with others after reading.

Needless to say, interpreting and evaluating text 
differs from person to person (Carrell, Devine, & 
Eskey, 1988). This interactive approach to reading 
follows the reader-response theory. Hirvela (1996) 
succinctly describes the notion of the reader-re-
sponse theory:

A reader’s response to a text is a ‘story of read-
ing,’ and that in discussing it the reader will ‘tell 
a story of reading.’ That is, the reader’s interpre-
tation of the text describes not the text itself but 
how the reader re-created it while reading it. It 
is, then, the reader and his or her reading process 
that we encounter when an interpretation of a 
text is supplied. (p. 128)

Telling a story of reading is exactly what the 
students in the IRC project learn to do both in the 
book talk during the class and in writing a reaction 
report. According to the results of the question-
naires, the existence of “others” in the classroom 
and on the IRC website played an important role. 
Since they needed to explain books to others and 
wanted to entice them to read their favorite books, 
inevitably they were motivated and their under-
standing of the text was significantly deepened. To 
promote the books they enjoyed, they were more 
thoughtful when writing their reaction reports.  

Conclusion
Contrary to the visual image of the cognitive ap-
proach in Figure 2, the approach taken by the IRC 
project is called the sociocultural approach, which 
considers learning as a mediated process where 
individuals increase their cognitive development 
interacting with cultural tools such as language 
and artifacts (Mizuno et al, 2013). This view of 
learning can be visualized in Figure 4 (Masamura, 
2012, p. 396):
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Figure 4. Visual Image of the Sociocultural 
Approach to Learning a Language1

The straws are tools (IRC website, Japanese lan-
guage, and English language) which mediate between 
the two people and enable them to share the con-
tents of the glass (books) with each other. Clearly, 
the best characteristic of the sociocultural approach 
is sharing, making the IRC project special compared 
with the cognitive-based FVR and SSR methods.

Finally, what must not be forgotten is that most 
extensive reading classes in Japan are offered to 
freshmen and sophomores as part of the general ed-
ucation curriculum. From the perspective of general 
education where students learn culture, including 
humanities, natural science, social science, health 
science, and language, the IRC project should be 
examined to see how it makes a contribution to 
learning culture.

Dewey (1915) defines culture as the “growth 
of the imagination in flexibility, in scope, and in 
sympathy” (p. 56). Culture etymologically means the 
tilling of land. To learn culture can be interpreted as 
cultivating our minds and hearts in an educational 
context. Putting Dewey’s idea about culture and 
the etymological meaning of culture at the center 
of general education, a reading class can create an 
environment where students can cultivate their 

minds and hearts through reading experiences, 
allowing their imaginations to grow. To this end, 
students should not only read alone but also should 
have interaction with others helping them cultivate 
their minds and hearts and see the world from mul-
tiple perspectives. In this respect, the IRC project 
has been designed and practiced to have cultivated 
students’ reading experiences collaboratively and 
produced positive results as the analysis of the 
questionnaires (Mizuno et al., 2013) distinctly show. 
The IRC project will continue cultivating students’ 
minds and hearts through not only having them 
read books in the virtuous circle but also through 
interactions with others utilizing the Japanese 
language to deepen their understanding of the con-
tents of books and each other. 

Endnotes
1. Figure 2 and Figure 4 are each originally an 

image of the words account and share. in An 
illustrated dictionary of English words. (Masamu-
ra, 2012).
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